
NBA and Te Pari UK Prize Draw 2024/2025 

Terms and conditions  

1. The prize draw is open to all UK-based beef famers, involved in the beef industry and wanting 
to win a Te pari Lenta MX3i Cattle Crush, worth £11,950 + VAT, provided by Te Pari UK. No 
purchase is necessary. The only exclusions are NBA employees, NBA trustees and Te Pari 
employees, their families, agents and anyone else connected to this promotion.  

2. Entries are limited to one person/email address. Duplicate entries cannot be made with the 
same email address.  

3. The draw opens online on 1st April 2024 and closes at midnight on the 30th April 2025.  

4. One winner will be selected at random after the closing date and will be notified by the NBA. 
The winner may be asked to provide proof that they meet the competition criteria (UK residency 
and involvement in the beef sector). If they are unable to do so, a second winner will be selected 
at random, and so on, until a winner is found.  

5. The prize is non-transferable and cannot be redeemed for cash. The prize is a Te pari Lenta 
MX3i Cattle Crush, worth £11,950 + VAT provided by Te Pari UK, gifted to the competition winner 
by Te Pari UK (not NBA).  

6. Delivery is free to any UK mainland address, including Northern Ireland. If the winner is not at 
a mainland address, they can discuss delivery options with Te Pari UK to either arrange to 
collect the prize from a mainland address or pay for onward travel.  

7. The winner agrees to take part in post-promotion publicity and for their name, details and 
photograph to be used in such publicity.  

8. Data collected as part of this competition will be handled in line with the NBA Privacy Policy 
and the Te Pari Privacy Policy.  

9. By entering the prize draw, entrants agree to be bound by these terms and conditions. Please 
note that images of Te Pari products used in the promotion of this prize draw are not always the 
exact model being given away. The prize is for a Te pari Lenta MX3i Squeeze Crush, worth 
£11,950 + VAT provided by Te pari UK.  

Terms and conditions published on 1st April 2024. 

 

 

 


